
 

 

                                                             

 

“Flavor of Poland” is a brand new, culinary-travel television series which will, for the first time 

in the history of American Public Television, present the country of Poland to American TV 

viewers like they’ve never seen it before! The 13-episode series will highlight the beauty, tradi-

tions, monuments, history as well as the current modernity of Poland along with a full range of 

its unique flavors, both the old and the new.  

The American TV viewer will be taken along for this exciting journey through Poland by host, 

Aleksandra August - an American actress of Polish descent, born in Poland and raised in the 

USA.  

In every episode of the series Aleksandra visits a specific region of Poland (a total of 13 regions 

and over 30 cities and towns) teaching viewers about the local history and heritage, showing 

them the area’s iconic monuments, sharing its culture and uniqueness. Along the way she uncov-

ers the secrets of Polish cuisine, both the historical riches full of exceptional traditions, as well as 

its modern tastes, sharing them all with U.S. television viewers. The characteristic dishes that 

Aleksandra discovers in each region of Poland that she visits then become the basis for recipes 

that she recreates in her own kitchen – a cooking segment featured at the end of each episode.  

For several years the program’s authors and producers - Edyta Ślusarczyk and Robert N 

Wachowiak from Independent Film Factory, Inc., together with WTTW (Window to the World), 

one of the leading APT stations from Chicago worked to create an ideal program formula that 

would successfully promote Poland around the U.S. They are confident that Flavor of Poland 

will satisfy even the most demanding tastes of American Public Television viewers.  

The series will appear on American Public Television beginning January 2020 and will be pre-

sented via APT stations throughout the United States over the next three years, to which 300 mil-

lion Americans have access!  
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Information about the producers:  

“Independent Film Factory” is a film and television production group. Among its achievements 

is the documentary film about Andrzej Gołota "Endrju", which received a significant award at 

the Polish Film Festival in America in November 2014, and the prestigious Silver Hugo Award 

at the American Television Film Festival in Chicago in 2015. In 2016 the group produced a doc-

umentary film – “It all started in Greenpoint,”  

“Falcons of Freedom" (“Sokoły Wolności”, 2017), the company’s most recent documentary 

production, is a very important film that discovers and introduces the role of the United States 

and Canada and its Polish communities in the fight for Poland’s independence during WWI. The 

story is told through the prism of a young American of Polish descent who is looking for his 

roots. The film is very universal in that it talks not only about the importance of the fight for 

freedom but also about the essence of who one is and where one comes from. The film’s value is 

further enhanced by unique archival footage from the WWI period which had never been shown 

publicly before.  

The official Flavor of Poland website will be launched as of December 27th. All information and 

updates about the series broadcasts in specific States will be available on the site.  

www.flavorofpoland.com 

 

We invite you to visit us on social media: @flavorofpoland on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.  

CONTACT:  

Edyta Slusarczyk 
President / CEO 
Independent Film Factory, Inc                                                                                                                 

Phone USA: +1 773 322 2277                                                                                                                

es@independentfilmfactory.com                                                                                                               

edyta_polishmedia@yahoo.com                                                         

Robert N. Wachowiak 
Creative Producer & Director                                                                                                                      

Independent Film Factory, Inc.                                                                                                               

Phone USA: +1 773 387 8999                                                                                                              

rw@independentfilmfactory.com                                                                                             

r.wachowiak@yahoo.com 
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